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WINTER 2013

There can be few greater pleasures in life than the 
knowledge that one can rely, without hesitation, on 
the willingness of one’s colleagues to rally when their 
services are required or their capacity for giving is to 
be tested. 

I consider myself to be truly privileged to sit at the head 
of an organisation such as the Order of St Lazarus, where 
I witness the readiness with which members give of their 
time, energy and worldly resources to assist those in need 
of care and compassion. 

In mid-August, I visited the Loerie Children’s Home in Jo-
hannesburg, with whom we have enjoyed a special relation-
ship for almost 14 years. In that time, we have sponsored 
uniforms, school fees and holidays where we have been 
able and it has been a great joy to work with so dedicated 
a team of carers.

The mere donation of money or goods without human or personal engagement can often be little more than 
an exculpatory gesture, and we should value every opportunity to meet in person those who are the benefi-
ciaries of our charitable programmes.  

Those of you who were able to attend the Evensong service in May at which we handed over an episcopal 
ring to His Grace the Archbishop of Cape Town, Thabo Makgoba will agree that it was an evening full of rich 
tradition and ancient liturgy in a magnificent architectural setting. I was privileged on behalf of St Lazarus to 
make the presentation to mark Archbishop Thabo’s consecration as Metropolitan of the Anglican Church of 
Southern Africa and in recognition of his work with South Africans most in need. 

As always, I am honoured to pay tribute to the devotion and energy of the members of our Order, to ac-
knowledge their selfless efforts in the advancement of good works and their commitment to a deepening of 
our Christian faith. To belong to the Order of St Lazarus is to accept the obligations of compassion, spiritual 
growth and fellowship and I am profoundly impressed by the readiness with which Commanderies and mem-
bers continue to rise to these duties.   

I know I have no need to remind members that they are the heirs to a tradition that stretches back over 
centuries and that we are under a special obligation to keep that patrimony alive by proactively participating 
in the projects, activities and charitable works of the Order. 

Ours is a country and society in particular need of charitable works and assistance to the poor, the homeless, 
the aged and the sick. That makes the efforts of our Order all the more necessary and the Christian message 
of hope and redemption all the more relevant.
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CAPE  TOWN COMMANDERY

The Cape Commandery recently staged a small 
‘Winter Warmer’ event in the Community Hall of 
the Pinewood Retirement Village in Pinelands. 

Present were: Wendy Hartshorne (Commander) 
and members Michael Allen, Mac Bisset, Will 
Carter, William de Villiers, Billy Downer, Alan 
Lindhorst, Robert Mitchell, Derrick Rosslind, 
together with six friends.

The winter cold was held at bay by a cash bar (spon-
sored by Mac Bisset), and the most delicious sup-
per of soup and bread rolls, provided by members 
of the Commandery.

Guest speaker for the evening was Jo Maxwell, 
‘Queen’ of the Cape Town Red Hat Renegades, 
a member of Claremont Rotary and an indefatigable 
social activist working to alleviate the plight of Cape 
Town’s most deprived communities, with a special 
emphasis on the sick and elderly.

Members of the Commandery contributed blankets 
and non-perishable foodstuffs, and Wendy present-
ed Jo Maxwell with a cheque for R5000 to help her 
with her charitable activities.

One particular project that appears to be rolling 
out successfully for the ever growing community of 
homeless people and refugees living – for the most 
part – in harsh, deprived conditions in night shelters 
and on the streets of South Africa’s cities and towns, 
is Jo’s invention and distribution of her innovative, 
multipurpose, The Good Night and God Bless 
Waterproof Sleeping Bag that costs almost noth-
ing to make, is portable and an extremely effective 
temporary measure against damp and nighttimes’ 
chill. 

All in all, it was a most pleasant get-together for the 
members, and an extremely worthwhile opportu-
nity to hear about - and support - some good stuff 
that’s going on quietly out there where people like 
Jo work hard to help those a great deal less fortu-
nate than we are.

Jo Maxwell and Cape Commander Wendy Hartshorne

Jo’s showcased ‘more-than-just a sleeping bag’ Photographs: Alan Lindhorst
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Our Grand Bailiff visited Gauteng Commandery in Au-
gust for two important reasons – firstly to pay a visit to 
the Loerie Home to have another look at the work be-
ing done by Betzie and her team with her charges; and 
secondly, to bid a fond farewell to Chev. Peter Walters, 
head of the Gauteng Commandery, who is emigrating 
to Perth, Australia, to be with his two adult children 
and begin a new life together with his wife Margo.

It was both an uplifting and delightful visit, according to 
Tamra. Betzie continues to work more or less around the 
clock to make sure the children at the home are brought up 
in a stable, loving, disciplined and Christian environment. The 
little Loeries showed just how well they have been brought 
up when every single one lined up to greet the Grand Bailiff 
and then took her son, Jamie, off to play, without even be-
ing asked. Jamie particularly enjoyed the jungle gym and the 
trampoline, emitting loud giggles periodically throughout 
the day! The little Loeries had prepared two gospel songs 
which they sang to the Commandery (conducted by Betzie) 
and then the older boys made a delicious braai for all guests 
and the children – quite a task!

Tamra, Peter and Betzie at the Loerie Home

Lunch the following day was hosted by Grand Bailiff Emeritus Schalk Visser and Penny Culverwell at their 
magnificent home in Sandhurst, and not even the deep trenches dug in the garden for new irrigation could 
detract from the sheer beauty of the surroundings. A delicious soup and fish pie complemented the day, which 
was filled with reminiscences and a great deal of laughter. The day ended with a farewell and Godspeed to 
Peter and Margo, with thanks for what Peter has given to the Order over many years of service.

The Louries and Betzie in full voice
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READ.... MARK..... LEARN.....
The Ven Richard Girdwood, JCD, ChLJ

The major part of this article is a reworking of a sermon I preached last year on the Second Sunday 
in Advent, also known as Bible Sunday. The members of the Cape Commandery were present at St 
Michael’s Church that day.

Within the Church there are a number of ways in which we can look at the Scriptures. What could be de-
scribed as a more Catholic perspective is one in which the Scriptures are viewed with the teaching of the 
Apostles and the tradition of the church as the guiding authorities on what form our faith should take. This 
point of view sees the Scriptures as a written account of the experiences of the people of God in their growth 
in grace. The Scriptures grew out of the experience of God and his ways. A more Protestant view would be 
that the Scriptures are the definitive teaching of God, from which the church needs to derive its doctrine.

No matter which view we take of Scripture, it is an important aspect of our faith that we are able to read the 
Word of God in our own language. The Bible has an amazing history, transcending hundreds of generations, 
wars, disasters, language changes and culture shifts.

In ancient times, the stories of God were passed down through the generations by word of mouth. This is 
known as the ‘oral tradition’. It’s not known who first recorded these stories, but there are those who esti-
mate it could have been as early as 1,400 BC. It’s quite likely that Moses wrote down significant parts of the 
Torah or Law; Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy although there is no scholarly consensus on 
how much or which parts he wrote.

The recording of all the books in the Old Testament did not happen at the same time. The process took cen-
turies and while some were being recorded, others were still being passed down orally. Once they were all 
written down, the process of collecting them all together probably began around 400 B.C.

All but a few sections of the Old Testament were originally written in Hebrew. There are parts of Daniel 
(chapters 2 - 7) and Ezra (chapters 4:8 - 6:18) which were written in Aramaic. Nehemiah 8 contains sugges-
tions that after the return from exile in Babylon, later generations of Jews needed oral translation of the law 
into Aramaic in order to understand it. After Alexander the Great swept through the Middle East in the 300s 
BC, Greek became the common language.

Not long after this, an Egyptian King asked the High Priest in Jerusalem for 70 scholars to translate the Jewish 
scriptures into Greek. This first translation became known as the Septuagint, a word which means 70. Some-
time after the Romans destroyed Jerusalem in AD 70, a Jewish Council decided which books made up their 
Bible. Their decision was to accept only the Hebrew / Aramaic canon, even though the Septuagint, in Greek, 
included other books.

Very early in the life of the church, people began translating portions of the Bible into Latin, the language of 
the empire. Then in 382 AD, Jerome was commissioned to make a revision of the various Old Latin transla-
tions of the four Gospels. This project eventually grew into the entire Bible and the translation became known 
as the Vulgate and was used by the Church for 1,500 years.

Until the 9th century AD, the Bible appeared in many different forms, from art on the walls of the catacombs 
of Rome to volumes so big and heavy it took two people to lift them. It was translated into a number of dif-
ferent languages including Ethiopic, Gothic, Armenian, Slavonic and Arabic.
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Some parts of the Bible were translated into Anglo-Saxon from 
about 670 A.D., and the first complete translation into English 
became available when John Wycliffe and his associates trans-
lated it from a Latin translation in about 1380. 

In 1526 William Tyndale produced the first printed New Testa-
ment in English. After he was martyred, at least in part because 
of his work to give the English people the Scriptures in their 
own language, others continued his work and the following cen-
tury saw many English Bibles published.

The culmination of this work was the publication of the Autho-
rised Version of the Bible in 1611 as part of a move by King James 
I of England (also James the VI of Scotland) to unify the English 
church. This led to the other common name of this translation, 
the King James Version or KJV. In 2011 we celebrated 400 years 
of the translation that has left such a clear imprint on our lan-
guage.

For over 250 years, the KJV was the common Bible for English 
speaking people. 

READ.... MARK..... LEARN.....

However, beginning in the 19th century, archaeologists discovered Bible manuscripts much older than the 
ones that were used for the King James translation. Although some manuscripts are 1,000 years older, varia-
tions in scripture are minor, indicating the meticulous care taken whenever scripture was copied. These dis-
coveries led to a series of revisions of the KJV, such as the Revised Version in 1885, the American Standard 
Version in 1901, the Revised Standard Version in 1952, and the New Revised Standard Version in 1989.

At the turn of the 20th century, more than 600 languages had some portion of Scripture available. In the last 
50 years, the King James version has to a large extent been displaced as the world’s most popular English 
Bible. This has been done by a range of recent contemporary English translations like the Good News (1966), 
the New International Version in 1973, the Contemporary English Version (1995), the New Living Translation 
(1996 & 2004) and the English Standard Version (2001).

Today, the enduring effort of Bible translation is far from over. However, thanks to the work of thousands of 
Bible translators over the course of more than 2,000 years, at least some portion of the Scriptures is available 
in their home tongue to 95% of the world’s population.

It is right that we should therefore give thanks to God for the Scriptures and those who have worked to 
make them available in the languages of the world. We should pray that we might become more faithful in our 
reading of them. We find out more about the ‘Word made flesh’ as we hear the Word of God read in church 
and as we read the printed Word for ourselves in our personal life of prayer and study. We should try to get 
into the practise of reading at least a short portion of Scripture each day. An aid  to doing this would be to 
use a lectionary. The most used lectionary in our time is the Revised Common Lectionary (RCL). It gives us 6 
short portions of Scripture for each day, divided into three for the morning and three for the evening. If you 
were to decide to read some of those passages you would be uniting with countless thousands of Christians 
from a wide range of worship traditions.

It is worth noting that if you were to choose to read one chapter of Scripture each day, it would take you 
around three and a half years to complete the entire Bible. What better way to come to grips with our faith 
than to dip into the Word of God each day.

King James 1 of England and V1 of Scotland
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Presentation of EPISCOPAL RING
At Evensong on 25 May 2013 at St George’s Cathedral in the Mother City, Anglican Archbishop of 
Cape Town and Metropolitan of the Anglican Church of Southern Africa,  Archbishop Thabo Makgoba, 
was presented with an Episcopal Ring symbolising his office.

The ring was presented as a gift from the Order 
to Archbishop Thabo during the service, by our 
Grand Bailiff, Tamra Capstick-Dale.

A number of Cape Commandery members of the 
Order were present at the service and ceremony, 
including the three processionals. The choir from 
George Washington State University sang 
during the service.

The history of rings worn by Archbishops can be 
traced back to around A.D. 610. At that time rings 
were always designed around a single stone, often 
an amethyst. Although styles have changed over 
the centuries, the ring remains a symbol of the of-
fice of Archbishop and a symbol of his leadership 
over his people. Each ring is usually specifically de-
signed for one Archbishop. 

The new ring was designed specifically for Arch-
bishop Thabo - and partially sponsored by -  Mario’s 
Jewellers and comprises an amethyst, engraved 
with Archbishop’s Coat of Arms on the shoulders 
of either side of the shank of the ring, and is verti-
cally engraved with the Maltese cross, the symbol 
of the Order of St Lazarus.

As part of the historic traditions surrounding a 
bishop’s wearing of his ‘ring of office’, is its use as 
a sign of protection when a blessing is given, to 
signify the relationship between the Archbishop 
and his church, and often used as a seal for official 
ecclesiastical functions such as ordinations, conse-
crations, or where official documents were issued 
and sealed. 

Archbishop Thabo has never had his own ring and 
has been wearing one on loan from another bish-
op. The Order’s National Council took a decision 
to make this gift to him to mark his consecration 
and position as Archbishop of Cape Town and in 
recognition of his work with South Africans most 

Archbishop Thabo Makgoba addresses his congregation

Grand Bailiff Tamra Capstick-Dale said that, “...... Apart from the gift being offered in sincere appreciation of 
the Bishop’s long and outstanding record as a scholar, academic and parish leader, as well as mentor to so 
many parishioners and clerics across the country, this ring is also a valuable symbol of the enduring bond 
between the Order and the Christian faith,............”
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PROFILE  ON  ONE  OF  OURS

WILLIAM DE VILLIERS  
Ever the scholar - and outside of his legal work, - William passed the Programme in Enterprise Management 
of the Institute for Applied Management Science at the University of Stellenbosch (with distinction) in 1988, 
and successfully completed the Senior Management Programme at the University of Stellenbosch Business 
School in 1994.
 
He retired from Old Mutual as Media Communications Manager at the end of January 2011.
 
He was admitted as an Officer of the Order of St. Lazarus on 26 January 1991, and served as Delegate of the 
Delegation of the Western Cape for some years. He was promoted to Commander in May 1993 and Knight in 
August 2002, receiving the accolade of Knighthood in St. Michael’s Church, Observatory, in September 2003. 
In addition, William was admitted as a Member of the Companionate of Merit in February 1992.
 
He joined the Most Venerable Order of St. John (of which he is a Commander), in 1994. He is currently Presi-
dent of the Cape of Good Hope District of St John Ambulance.
 
William is the author of ‘Messengers, Watchmen and Stewards’. This is a biographical register of clergymen 
licensed, ordained for service, or otherwise active, in the Anglican diocese of Cape Town prior to the death of 
Archbishop William West Jones on 21 May 1908 (University Library, University of the Witwatersrand, 1998).

William recently retired from his post as Secretary General of our Order in this country, but continues his 
service as an ordinary member.

We wish him well with his retirement and know that we can count on him in his continued support of our 
charitable endeavours.

The Chevalier William de Villiers, immediate past 
Secretary General of the Grand Bailiwick of South 
Africa, 2010 - 2012, was born in Kenya in 1957, and 
educated at schools there and in South Africa.
 
He attended the University of Stellenbosch, graduating 
with a Bachelor of Art degree in 1978 and an LL.B. in 
1980.
 
In 1981, he joined Old Mutual in the challenging post of 
being assigned as the assurance giant’s first legal adviser 
to the Port Elizabeth training unit. 

The following year, he passed the examinations of the 
Institute of Life and Pension Advisers, of which he be-
came a Fellow in 1983. 

Four years later, William was admitted as an Advocate of 
the Supreme Court. 
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The TORRI  TA’ LANZUN, Mensija

Built around the middle of the 15th Century, the 
Torri Ta’ Lanzun (also known as the ‘Castello Lan-
zun’ or ‘Small Castle of the Lance’) stands at the 
head of a road from St Julian’s and Spinola Bay, 
and leads to the higher land plateau forming much 
of Malta’s geographic central interior. 

It is situated on the edge of a small village called ‘Men-
sija’. The road - once just a rugged path - was called 
‘The Foreigners’ Way’, because up and along it , in early 
times, came the raiding Muslim, Turkish and Barbary pi-
rates, who burnt, razed and pillaged, taking many locals 
as their Christian slaves. 

The Islamic faith soon dominated the Mediterranean 
coasts and the western coasts of Europe. In the time of 
Elizabeth I of England, their corsairs even wintered on 
Lundy Island in the Bristol Channel. Probably the most 
famous Turkish raider was Dragut, who led the Turkish 
invasion fleet in the First Great Siege of Malta and who 
was killed in 1565.

Home of the Grand Commandery of the Castello, Malta 
G.C. and Headquarters of our Order

‘Mensija’ means ‘the abandoned place’ and whilst no one knows for certain why it is so called, it was per-
haps abandoned by its inhabitants because of the frequent and devastating, plundering attacks by the Arabs 
and Turks. 

Near the head of this road, a few feet above the level of the plateau, a communal well is to be found and 
would always be full of water, even in the dry season - an important consideration for a building in a country 
such as Malta, where little or no rain falls in the Summer period. In this dominating position stands the Torri 
Ta’ Lanzun, a characteristic Medieval ‘tower house’. There is little doubt that the tower is Medieval and so 
precedes most of the Military edifices of Malta (this includes from the time of the Knights of Malta and the 
rebuilding after the First Great Siege and the defeat of the Grand Turk).

The original tower contained a place for horses and cattle in the large hall on the ground floor; the owner 
and his retainers lived in the upper chambers, approached by an external staircase, and the flat roof above was 
reached by a turret stairway. It was a typical Medieval residence of a small armed landowner, part Lord and 
part farmer - since many in those days lived off the land with the added security of armed protection. 

In 1700, the Torri was bought by a rich merchant named Vincento Lanzun to escape the plague ravaging the 
three cities of Cospicua (Bormula), Senglea (L’ Isola) and Vittorioso (Birgu). The newest part of the original 
building is a small chamber on the upper floor which was built in 1713 (fortunately for us, the date is engraved 
over the window). The windows and balcony of this chamber then commanded magnificent views over St 
George’s, Spinola and St Julian’s Bays and towards the city of Valletta. By the end of 1713, three more rooms 
were added and an extended courtyard was built. It was almost certainly used by the Knights of St John as a 
hunting lodge in more peaceful times.
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Across the road from the Torri is a cave 
in which the inhabitants had worshipped 
in safety from sudden attack by ruthless 
Infidel,s and which became an under-
ground grotto church approached by 
82 steps descending from the road lev-
el. It is dedicated to St.Leonard, Patron 
Saint of Pirates. On the south side of 
the square into which the road widens 
is a statue of the Holy Virgin.

The Torri Ta’ Lanzun is now the International Headquarters of the Military and Hospitaller Or-
der of St Lazarus of Jerusalem and has been fully and lovingly restored. 

Virtually destroyed during the Second World War, it was initially purchased by the late Lt Col Robert 
Gayre of Gayre and Nigg, Laird of Lochore and costly restoration work began at his expense. In 1972, 
the Laird very generously gave the property to ‘The Commandery of the Castello’ (now known as the ‘Grand 
Commandery of the Castello’) to act as the official Custodian of the building.  Additional funds for its further 
restoration were raised by means of a special Commemorative Medal, which was issued in 1973 on the occa-
sion of the formal opening of the Grand Chancery as the World Headquarters of the Order of St.Lazarus. 

The east end of the Great Hall, which is in the base of the tower, is now a small Chapel. The Chapel is active 
and ecumenical, as the Order is a Christian Order not solely associated with any particular religious confes-
sion. The Torri is recognised not only as one of the important historical buildings of Malta, but also as a centre 
for heraldry associated with the Order of St Lazarus throughout its history. 

Its now ‘modern day’ layout consists of the main building with small kitchen, cloakroom and toilet, ‘keep’ style 
store room (a recent addition), the tower with the Order’s Chapel below, the offices of the world Headquar-
ters upstairs which holds the Archives of the Order, and a flag pole with ensign correctly adorning the top of 
the tower. 
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The TORRI  TA’ LANZUN, Mensija

The Torri Ta’ Lanzun is available to all members of the Order and is used by the two Jurisdictions in Malta. 

The large inner court yard is set and adorned 
with abundant shrubs, flower beds, and Bou-
gainvillea. A commemorative plaque in a niche 
in the courtyard wall marks the official han-
dover from Robert Gayre into the hands of 
the then Commandery as Custodians for the 
Order of St Lazarus. It is in this courtyard 
that formal and social functions take place 
throughout the year. The former stables at the 
opposite end of the courtyard from the Cha-
pel have been converted into a large meet-
ing hall (now called the Knights’ Hall) and all 
rooms are decorated with a large number of 
heraldic adornments, pictures and photos. 

The acquisition of the Torri Ta’ Lanzun was the first time that the Order of St Lazarus was able to re-establish 
a permanent headquarters since it was dispossessed as a result of the French Revolution. It is fitting that it 
should be located on this Mediterranean island, standing looking eastwards, where the Infidels who had driven 
the Christian Orders from Palestine and the East were decisively defeated by the Order of Malta.

In 1973, the Torri was formally opened by the late Grand Master, His Excellency Don Francisco de Borbón 
y de Borbón, as the official Headquarters of the Order of St Lazarus. In 2001, the 48th Grand Master, His 
Highness Don Francisco de Borbón y Escasany, Duke of Seville, took over the leadership of the Commandery 
of the Castello and he was succeeded in September 2008 by the present Grand Master, His Excellency Don 
Carlos Gereda de Borbón, Marquis of Almazán. The Torri is now formally the home of ‘The Grand Command-
ery of the Castello’ and  Don Carlos is its Grand Commander.



The TORRI  TA’ LANZUN, Mensija

In January 2008, the Grand Bailiff and her late husband, Kerry Capstick-Dale, visited the Torri Ta’ 
Lanzun on Malta. Here are a few of their private memories.........
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The Grand Priory of 
CANADA
With 12 commandery locations across Canada, their members pro-
vide humanitarian service from coast to coast to coast. Together this 
very active Grand Priory has raised and donated over $2.7 Million to 
Canadian charities over the past 10 years

Outside of this, the Grand Priory – Canada con-
tinues to give generous support to humanitarian 
aid efforts around the world.

Typical of this was an immediate response to an 
appeal by the Grand Prior, for funding to help the 
people of Haiti, following a recent earthquake 
that devastated that country.

Based on the advice of the Government of Cana-
da, the money was then sent to the Humanitarian 
Coalition for Haiti. 

The Order tracked the charitable donation to en-
sure it was used for its intended purpose. 

The Order’s donation was directed towards water, sanitation and hygiene, - the latter being key to fighting 
the spread of disease and helping families and the larger community stay healthy and rebuild lives in a safer 
environment

It is truly amazing how far a charitable donation can stretch..........

The Order’s donation helped deliver water, sanitation and hygiene services to 51 relief camps, and made a 
major contribution towards the construction of 1,027 latrines, 89 hand-washing stations, 342 showers, and 
the establishment of 32 children’s clubs and 33 mother’s clubs to promote hygiene practice.
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Procession de San Lázaro 
(Procession of St Lazarus) Cuba’s bloody pilgrimage

Location: Santuario de San Lázaro, El Rincón, Havana, Cuba

Date: Mid-December each year.

For a pilgrimage worth bloodying your knees to see - or perhaps even join in - head for El Rincón on the 
outskirts of Havana when up to 50,000 faithful descend en masse on the venerated shrine of Lazarus, a saint 
known for his ministrations to lepers and the poor.

Once banned under Castro’s Cuba, the pilgrimage was given government approval again in 1961, and the 
more difficult the approach to the shrine, the greater the supposed rewards. People crawl on bloodied knees 
to get here, or walk barefoot for kilometres through the night. Some drag themselves prostrate along the 
roads, both on their stomachs and backs…all in the name of exorcising evil spirits and paying off debts for 
miracles granted. 

Along the winding route, offerings of candles, flowers and coins are made to the impoverished figure of San 
Lázaro, who is depicted on crutches, with his sores being licked by dogs.

Essentials: You’ll need to stay in Havana and catch a train out to El Rincón – on this important local religious 
celebration day, trains run all night from Train Station 19 de Noviembre.

Local attractions: On a nearby hilltop at El Cacahual is the open-air mausoleum of General Antonio Maceo, 
the hero of Cuban independence.
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Of Monatti, Shirri and a Lazaretto in Milan

For hundreds of years, hospices and institutions established for the care and rehabilitation of those 
people in need of medical and spiritual help, have been named after St Lazarus and are given his 
name in many languages.

Your editor, Will Carter, recently came across mention of one of these in a most interesting academic study 
by the acclaimed British art historian, Andrew Graham-Dixon. It’s a beautiful book detailing the life and 
works of the troubled and much acclaimed, much maligned late Renaissance painter, entitled Caravaggio. A 
life Sacred and Profane.  

‘.......... In 1576 – 1578, the northern Italian city of Milan suffered terribly from the plague. In the first two 
months of the epidemic, some 10 000 people are thought to have died, the city almost fell into a state of 
anarchy. There was inadequate provision for the disposal of so many corpses and during the ‘terrible Septem-
ber’ of 1576, carts heaped high with bodies rolled along the cobbled streets of the town at all hours of the 
day and night. Piles of half naked cadavers were piled on pavements in open view. The much feared monatti 
or ‘gravediggers’ - public health officials whose responsibility it was to collect the dead and purge houses of 
disease - were chronicled to be running amok. Dark tales abounded of the monatti pillaging the houses they 
were supposed to make safe and raping the few remaining female survivors they found there.

Carlo Borromeo, Catholic Bishop of Milan, was faced with a city descending into nightmare. He duly re-
ceived a brief from Pope Gregory X111 giving him full authority to redirect all the energies of his clergy to 
the alleviation of the plague. He mobilised his private army and summonsed all the priests and monks of his 
diocese to a vast congregation. To each he assigned a different task. No more corpses were to be left outside; 
every victim was to be given a decent burial, ‘with crosses and light’.

Barromeo also organised partial quarantines, especially for women, whom he reasoned not only more likely 
to occasion sin but as the primary carriers of the plague (because, he said, they talked so much and visited 
each other’s houses so often). On his orders, many of the women of the city were confined to their homes 
for long periods of time or held in purpose-built isolation cabins. Such measures were not always entirely ef-
fective: because women continued to live in terror of the monatti, they often failed to disclose the presence 
of plague or the existence of the dead, with the result that the rat and flea borne pestilence continued to 
spread, albeit behind closed doors.

Borromeo’s most successful strategy against the disease was the reopening of Milan’s lazaretto, one of the 
first great penitentiaries for the plague built in Italy.

This was a vast, moated structure that had originally been constructed during the late fifteenth century on 
the orders of Francesco Sforza, following an outbreak of plague in 1483-5.

The lazaretto – so named after St Lazarus, who had been raised from the dead by Jesus and who had consis-
tently been portrayed in art through the ages as a plague victim, spotted with buboes – had been left empty 
for more than fifty years.

But it served Borromeo’s purposes well. Into its compound of 288 rooms were squeezed nearly all of Malan’s 
homeless and destitute and a nearby monastery was also conscripted to take in the overspill, so confining 
the disease to great effect. In its regimented spaces, those who remained healthy could be segregated from 
those who became ill. The bodies of the diseased and deceased were kept in plague pits in the centre of the 
compound, to be taken away at regular intervals for mass burial.

Death had been bureaucratically managed, to Borromeo’s satisfaction. More importantly, the whole itinerant 
population of the Milanese diocese was now being held in one place.
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As a result, he noted with tight lipped satisfaction, the behaviour of the monatti was soon much improved.

Bellintano’s account of the methods applied within the lazaretto graphically demonstrates how the terrors 
of the plague were used to scourge the collective Milanese soul. The people were being punished for their 
attachment to the pleasures of the Carnival, yet Bellintrano himself takes a positively carnivalesque way that 
he and his shirri devised to ensure their due penitence.

He tells the story of how, one night, the inmates of the lazaretto put on a secret dance to raise their spirits. 
One of his fellow Franciscans, Fra Andrea, got wind of the party and became determined to puncture the 
festive mood. He went to the plague pit in the middle of the lazaretto and retrieved the bloated corpse of 
an old woman. As he heaved her onto his shoulders, a great belch of air was released from her swollen guts. 
Unperturbed, he told her to keep quiet and get ready for a dance. He went to the room where the inmates 
were dancing and asked to join their party. When they unwisely opened the door, he threw the dead body into 
their midst, shouting out, “Let her dance too...” There then followed a brief sermon, after which, Bellintrano 
drily observes, “The dance in the lazzaretto ended.”

Of Monatti, Shirri and a Lazaretto in Milan

The man whom Bishop Borromeo installed in charge of the 
lazaretto was a Franciscan friar named Fra Paolo Bellint-
ano, who later published a detailed account of his meth-
ods. Under his stewardship, the lazaretto became a kind 
of centralised fortress for the management of plague. He 
employed a team of shirri – policemen, or constables, re-
cruited like himself from within the Franciscan Order – to 
maintain discipline within the lazaretto itself, and enforce his 
own standards on those working with plague victims in the 
city at large. The shirri were, he wrote, an essential part of 
his tactical plan:

 ‘Many needs arose during the day which could not be 
remedied without these. I dare say that without them, Milan 
would have become a den of thieves. How would I have been 
able to hold back so many monatti who cleaned out the houses 
without fear of justice? Decrees and proclamations would have 
been without end, and they would not have feared a thing. But 
they saw that almost every day I had people whipped, birched, 
imprisoned, scourged, tied to a column and that I imposed other 
punishments besides. And they did not want to become familiar 
with all this (i.e. suffer the same fate themselves)....’

Carlo Borromeo, Catholic Bishop of Milan 
c 1576
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Radhošť-Pilgrimage - Church of the St. Zdislava dedicated as Chapel of the Order 

WORLDWIDE INITIATIVES
CZECH REPUBLIC

A festive pilgrimage of the Grand Bailiwick of the Czech 
Republic took place on Saturday, April 27, this year in the 
Radhošť by Vysoké Myto (East Bohemia). The East Bohe-
mian commandery of St. Zdislava restored the church and 
medieval belfry at a cost of 180 000 Euros, On the day of 
the pilgrimage, the diocesan bishop gave the church as the 
commandery of St. Zdislava chapel.

The church of Radhošť : After the restoration will serve as 
Chapel of the Order of Saint  Lazrus for the Czech Lazarus 
Commandery of St. Zdislava

Fragments of relics of St. Zdislava of Křižanov and Lem-
berk were presented to our commandery of St. Zdislava 
by Monsignor Joseph Baxant, bishop of Litoměřice (Leit-
meritz), guardian of the tomb of Saint Zdislava.  The image 
showing the coat of arms of the Order was also blessed.  
After this event, the image was permanently mounted in the 
church, and H.E. Monsignor Jan Vokál declared the church of 
Radhošť as the chapel of the Commandery of St. Zdislava’s.

HUNGARY

On the 4th of April 2013 at midday, when the bells of the Church of Avas struck twelve o’clock, more than 
150 people in need, including the homeless, gathered in the most beautiful square of the town of Miskolc, on 
the area in front of Lajos Kossuth statue.

His Excellency the Archbishop Father Ede Koós, the commissioner of the Eger principal diocese, and our Lazarus 
Senior-Chaplain Father Béla Mosolygó, SChLJ , Commander of the Lazarus Commandery of North Hungary bless-
ed the meals before they were distributed. Afterwards, everyone present prayed jointly the „Grace before meals”, 

The Hungarian Jurisdiction of the Mili-
tary and Hospitaller Order of Saint 
Lazarus of Jerusalem and the Com-
mandery of Miskolc, North Hungary 
organized a meal distribution for the 
downcast, homeless  and poor citizens 
of Miskolc and the surroundings who 
are in need. 
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Inside the worldwide Order

Two Hungarian Alpinists reported missing after hoisting the Lazarus flag on Himalayan peak 

HUNGARY

Two Hungarian alpinists, Zsolt Erőss and Péter Kiss, have 
made an ill-fated expedition in the Himalayan mountains 
to fly the flag with the cross of the Order of St. Lazarus on 
the top of one of the highest peaks in the region.  On the 
20th May 2013 at 18h00 Nepal local time, they hoisted the 
flag of the Military and Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus 
on Kanchenjunga peak at 8,586 meters.  

While descending from the peak, the two alpinists fell ill 
due to bad meteorological conditions, - 30 C  at an alti-
tude or around 8,000 meters, and both of them asked for 
help. The Sherpas sent to rescue the two mountaineers did 
not find then, either in Camp 4 at 7,600 meters nor in the 
surrounding area. 

The Hungarian Grand Priory has issued the following an-
nouncement of this sad news.......................:

The two alpinists of the Kanchenjunga Expedition 
(8,586 m. Himalaya, Nepal) of 2013, Zsolt Erőss and 
Péter Kiss, have disappeared during the descent from 
the peak at some 8,000 meters. 

A team of ten Sherpas will launch a major operation 
to try to detect where the two Hungarians, one South 
Korean and the two Sherpas suffered the accident.  
“We can not say for sure what caused their disap-
pearance, an avalanche or a fall to their death,” said 
Dipendra Paudel, Nepal’s tourism ministry official.

The climbers were last seen at the altitude of 7,800 
meters, but Paudel believes the chance is very small 
that the climbers are still alive. Besides Erőss and Kiss, 
South Korea’s Pak Nam Su, Bibas Gurung and Pho 
Dorchi of Nepal disappeared.

It is not certain when the rescue team will launch the 
operation. However, Paudel noted that the search and 
rescue helicopter will be sent only if the Sherpas man-
age to accurately determine the location of the ac-
cident.
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A recent story from the 
              JEWISH TIMESISRAEL

        After 700 years, the Knights of St. Lazarus 
return to Jerusalem… riding electric buggies.
A Swiss count from a Christian military order that left the Holy Land in 1291 is spearheading a 
peaceful drive inside the Old City walls

. 
“We are not Crusaders,” the Order’s grand chancellor, Count Phillipe Piccapietra of Zurich, said this week, 
scooting soundlessly across Old City paving stones in a two-seat cart of a type that would not, it is fair to say, 
strike fear into the hearts of the infidel.

The 52-year-old count can be found these days in the vicinity of Jaffa Gate, in his white adventurer’s scarf 
and khaki jacket emblazoned with the green cross of St. Lazarus. His buggy is one of the vehicles the order 
is introducing in a new project aiming to ease movement for the handicapped in the notoriously inaccessible 
Old City of Jerusalem.

The project is being launched in cooperation with the municipality as part of a conference next week on 
environmentally friendly pilgrimage. Ahead of the conference, another member of the order is set to arrive in 
Jerusalem on a pilgrimage from Sweden — on foot.

The buggies also serve to announce the return of the Order of St. Lazarus, or at least a distant and barely rec-
ognizable descendant of the order, to the city where it was founded nine centuries ago.  “We were born here. 
We decided to come back to Jerusalem and establish our headquarters back in this city,” the count said.
The Order sees the buggies as linked to our historic mission.”

“This is one of the traditional duties of people in orders — to host, welcome, protect the soul and mind and 
body of pilgrims, so we’re actually back in our essential and traditional role,” he said. “Jerusalem is a holy city, 
but the most unholy city for the handicapped.”

Since last June, the order’s new and temporary headquarters — the “grand magistral seat,” in the parlance 
of its 400 mostly European members — have been in a hotel near Jaffa Gate, and will remain there while the 
count seeks more permanent real estate. 

The door is emblazoned with the order’s seal and motto, Atavis et Armis, ‘With ancestors and arms.’ Inside, 
one can find a state-of-the-art Mac and a giant 250-year-old sword from France.

When the Military and Hospitaller Order 
of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem last departed the 
Holy Land, the order’s fighting monks and 
healers were armed with broadswords and 
rode warhorses. 

Seven hundred and twenty-two years have 
passed, and the Order and its eight-pointed 
green cross are back on the streets of Jeru-
salem’s Old City. 

But this time they come with environmen-
tally friendly electric buggies, armed only 
with good intentions. 

 ‘We were born here. We decided to come 
back,” says the count.photo credit: Courtesy
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Several Crusader-era orders survived in Europe after the collapse of the Christian kingdom in the Holy Land 
in 1291 and exist to this day — the Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepulchre for example, or the Sovereign 
Military Order of Malta. They tend to involve noble titles both inherited and bestowed, elaborate uniforms 
and ceremonies, and a dedication to the ideals of chivalry.

The roots of the Order of St. Lazarus are in a leper hospital established outside the walls of Jerusalem after 
the arrival of the First Crusade in 1099. The order says its origins are actually much older, in a 4th-century 
CE hospital run by Armenians and named for St. Lazarus — a leper cured by Jesus in an episode recounted in 
the New Testament — and whose work was continued later by European monks.

The Order eventually accepted leper knights from other Crusader orders of monk-warriors like the Tem-
plars, and thus became a military organization that both cared for the sick and fought wars.

After the final Muslim victory over the Christians at Acre at the end of the 13th century, the Order’s knights 
decamped to Sicily and France, where they continued to tend to the sick. Over the centuries, the Order was 
caught up in European politics, banned by a pope, split several times, all but disappeared, and was revived in 
curious circumstances by noblemen of dubious parentage, and by the 20th century there were several orders 
linking themselves to St. Lazarus.

Today, the Military and Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem is a charitable organization dedicated to 
carrying out good works around the world. Count Piccapietra is the Order’s grand chancellor, equivalent to 
a corporate CEO. (The Order is currently led by an Anglican bishop, and its ‘spiritual protector’ is a Roman 
Catholic cardinal.)

Membership had been in his family for generations, he said. The count was inducted in a 1984 ceremony at a 
house in France that tourists and locals call Chateau Civray-de-Touraine and he calls ‘my uncle’s castle.’ “It’s 
family tradition. Someone said, ‘It’s your turn now,’ and I was not fast enough to say no,” said the count.

Piccapietra undertook projects to help orphans in Romania, and later accompanied aid missions to places like 
Cambodia, where he remembered meeting a real leper for the first time.
 
He owes some of his concern for the disabled, he said, to breaking 36 bones in a 1991 paragliding accident in 
the Alps — “I was almost disabled myself.” Five years later, he was injured again when he crashed an ultralight 
aircraft in the Egyptian desert.  He has yet to crash one of the electric buggies.............

The buggies currently in Jerusalem are Israeli-made two-seaters that can go 19 miles on an overnight charge. 
Another four vehicles — four-seaters custom-made in Spain — are currently held up at Israeli customs be-
cause of a bureaucratic snafu.

The Jerusalem municipality has taken steps to limit the number of cars in the Old City, allowing only cabs, 
residents and religious officials to drive through the gates. Eventually, Deputy Mayor Naomi Tsur said this 
week, the city hopes to further cut the number of cars in the narrow streets and alleys. She sees the Order’s 
buggy endeavor as a step in that direction. 

The St. Lazarus project aims to carry people around all four quarters of old Jerusalem, fostering a ‘common 
language’ inside the walls, Tsur said. “People walking in Jerusalem should have tranquillity, the quiet to think, 
uninterrupted by the noise of cars. The buggies brought in by the Order of St. Lazarus fit into our vision for 
the Old City,” she said.

The Knights of St. Lazarus return to Jerusalem..........
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Russian Orthodox Patriarch Kirill receives Saint Lazarus’ relics in Lanarca
CYPRUS

June 13 - A delegation of the Russian Orthodox Church led by Patriarch Kirill of Moscow and All Rus-
sia brought part of the relics of St. Lazarus given to Russia by the Church of Cyprus to the Vnukovo-3 
airport on Monday evening.

The Patriarch and the clergy served a prayer service near 
the arc containing the holy relics at the airport. The holy 
relics were then given to Archbishop of Istra Arseniy, who 
will take them to the Moscow Zachatyesky Monastery, 
where they will be put up for worship.

The holy relics were given to Patriarch Kirill during his 
four-days visit to Cyprus. The ceremony was held in the St. 
Lazarus Church in Larnaca, built in the late 9th or early 
tenth century A.D. on the grave of the saint, who - accord-
ing to legend,- was appointed by Apostles Paul and Varnava 
as first bishop of Kitium (old name for Larnaca). His grave 
was found in 890 A.D.

Between the thirteenth century and sixteenth centuryies 
the church was owned by a Catholic community and was 
used as a mosque for a short time during the Ottoman 
rule. It was bought by an Orthodox community in 1589.

The church has a 19th century silver icon setting, given by 
Russian pilgrims and the church museum has many church 
implements, also received as a gift. In 1970, a fire destroyed 
almost all of the internal furnishings of the church. Human 
remains that were later identified as St. Lazarus’ relics, were 
found inside the ruins.

Russia has obtained the relics of Saint Lazarus. 

The shrine with the relics was handed over to the Primate of the Russian Orthodox Church in the church 
of St. Lazarus of the Four Days in Larnaca, Cyprus, in a move that ended Patriarch Kirill’s visit to the insular 
state. The Russian Patriarch visited Cyprus from the 8th to the 11th of June

Legend has it that the righteous Lazarus, whom Jesus called a friend, was resurrected by God Incarnate on the 
fourth day of his death. Since the Judaic grand people were outraged at the very fact of resurrection, Lazarus 
had to flee from Judaea. He was put into a rickety boat without oars, and reached Cyprus after several days’ 
afloat, thanks to the wind. There he met Apostles Paul and Varnava, who made him Bishop of Kityon. Lazarus 
lived there until the end of his days. The local residents loved him for his true faith. When the righteous Laza-
rus died, he was buried in the environs of the ancient city of Kityon. The place eventually came to be known 
as Larnaca, and the name was later given to the modern-day city of Larnaca.

When the Primate of the Russian Orthodox Church accepted the shrine with the relics of the Saint from the 
Father Superior of the church of St. Lazarus in Larnaca, he pointed out the importance of the gift for believ-
ers.

“There can’t be a greater gift than this one, “ Patriarch Kirill said. “ We will take these relics to Moscow and 
put them in a place where many people will be able to touch them.  Anyone worshipping the holy relics will 
learn of your gift. This will make the Russian people’s love for Cyprus and the Church of Cyprus ever stron-
ger.”

Story credit: International News Agency
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 The relics of the righteous Lazarus were attained in the year 898 A.D. under Byzantine Emperor Leo VI the 
Wise and taken to the city of Constantinople (currently Istanbul) and placed in a silver reliquary. The relics 
reputedly work wonders and heal a host of illnesses. For this reason, thousands of pilgrims from around the 
world come to the church of St. Lazarus, where the Saint’s relics are also held. 

Russian Orthodox Patriarch Kirill receives Saint Lazarus’ relics in Lanarca

The handover of a Christian shrine to Patriarch Kirill is a sign of respect the Orthodox Church of Cyprus 
shows towards the Russian Orthodox Church, Metropolitan Krisostomus of Kityon stressed.

“Our hearts are overflowing with sacred feelings and sincere jubilation because your presence here enables 
our pious and long-suffering people to be blessed by the famous Russian Orthodox Patriarch – something 
that is decorated with humility, temperance, splendour and love. We will watch your activity that reflects the 
grandeur of Orthodox faith and helps us hope for the best society in the world which could be based on 
principles of love, equality and recognition of basis human rights,” Metropolitan Krisostomus concludes.

The Russian Orthodox Church and the Orthodox Church of Cyprus started expanding ties centuries ago. 
Russian pilgrims, travellers, seamen, diplomats and merchants used to visit the island to pay tribute to its 
shrines and rest there. In their memoirs, they piled praise on what they described as “blessed land”, where 
Russian icon painters had often helped to emblaze local churches. The famous Monastery of the Mother of 
God of Kykkos was also visited by Patriarch Kirill. “I took part in the process of reconstructing the monastery 
when I was Metropolitan of Smolensk”, said Patriarch Kirill. 

“In the 1990s, I blessed a group of eminent Russian restorers who travelled to Cyprus to contribute to the 
reconstruction of the monastery.  I have not visited the monastery since then, and now I would like to heap 
praise on the work of Russian icon painters,” Patriarch Kirill adds.

In 1998, then-patriarch of the Orthodox Church of Cyprus, Krisostomus, took part in the festivities dedicated 
to the 1,000th  anniversary of the baptism of Russia. Russian nationals began to settle on the island in the ear-
ly 1990s, and regular divine services are currently performed in the Church Slavonic language at a church in 
Limassol. This helped to resolve the problem of popularizing spiritual values among local Orthodox Russians. 
During his visit to the Limassol Island, Patriarch Kirill visited the ceremony of laying the corner stone to build 
the first Russian Orthodox church on the island, where four Russian-language schools are located. Currently 
Russian is studied as the second foreign language in the country’s many higher educational establishments.

The relics of St. Lazarus will be preserved at the Zachyatyevo Convent in Moscow. The Russian Orthodox 
Church, in turn, handed over to the Cyprus churches and monasteries. a sarcophagus of relics of Russian 
saints, as well as 19 icons, painted by Russian icon painters in recent years 
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HERALDRY OF THE ORDER
The Origins and the Evolution of the Cross of the Order 
In each issue of UNDER THE MANTLE, we will examine elements of the various iinsignia that are 
an ntergral part of the visible ‘branding’ of our Order, and its evolution and usage over the centuries. 
This issue, we take a look at some of the historic factors that have influenced the regalia and insigia 
we share today.

The Origins and the Evolution of the Cross of the Order .

While in Palestine and during the first two centuries which followed their retreat to Europe, the members 
of the Order wore only a simple cross of green fabric sewn to the front of their robe or tunic as well as on 
the left side of their mantle. It was in all likelihood at the beginning of the 12th century that the Hospitallers 
of Saint Lazarus adopted this badge to differentiate themselves from the warrior monks of the Order of the 
Temple, who wore a red cross moline; the Hospitallers of Saint John, who wore a white cross of the same 
general shape, but which in the course of time sharpened its extremities to become the familiar eight-pointed 
cross later known as that of Malta; and the Teutonic Order, the black cross of which is the ancestor of the 
martial Prussian iron cross. 

Some have seen a symbolic challenge to the infidels in the Order’s choice of green, the colour identified with 
the prophet Mohammed. There is no harm in accepting this tradition which would transform the colour of 
the Order’s cross into a ‘prize of war’ in the fashion of a flag captured from the enemy.  It is however, com-
monly accepted that a more sympathetic explanation for the use of the colour green is found in the tradition 
that its adoption was a sign of respect and gratitude towards Saladin after the fall of Jerusalem. 

In 1314, Sigried de Flatte, Commander of Seedorf, imposed a rule on his knights which prescribed they would 
wear on the front of their habit, on their mantle and on their harness a square green cross. The chapel of the 
commandery at Boigny - unfortunately destroyed in the 17th century - contained the tombs of some of the 
Masters, specifically those of Thomas de Sainville (1312) and Jehan de Paris (1349), both of whom wore 
the square green cross sewn to their mantles. 

On 15 April 1419, Robert le Conte, Commander of the commandery of Saint-Antoine-de-Grattemont, re-
ceived the visit to the commandery of King Charles VI. In his welcoming address, he mentioned the rule by 
which the tenants, domestics and commandery servants were required to wear a green cross on their habit. 
Thus, the badge of the Order was not reserved exclusively for its members, but in fact had to be worn by all 
associated with it, regardless of their condition, thus making up what might be described as a Saint Lazarus 
‘clan’ Precious -though mutilated - relics of the Order can still be seen in this Norman commandery. These 
relics, which have survived the civil and religious wars, the Revolution of 1789 and the fighting which followed 
the June 1944 landings, are eloquent enough to give an excellent lesson in heraldry. 

The effigies erected to the memory of Pierre Pottier (c. 1485), also known as Conflans, Commander of 
Grattemont, and La Lande Daron, Vicar-General of Grand Master Guillaume Desmares, bear witness 
to the shape of the cross, the fashion of wearing it on clothing and on armour, the arms of the Order and its 
incorporation into the blazon of one of its dignitaries. The existence in the second half of the 15th century 
of a cross dependent from a ribbon around the neck foreshadows the insignia which would become so im-
portant two hundred years later. 
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While on the subject of the shape of the cross, we note that circa. 1480, it was interchangeably a Latin or 
Greek one, that its branches were either cut off squarely or were slightly potent or patty. These nuances are 
often barely perceptible and might be attributed to the hesitation of the hand of the artist were it not for 
other documents of those times and of the following centuries which confirmed that the ‘primitive’ square 
cross had a tendency to become more stylised. 

HERALDRY OF THE ORDER

An important occurence in the history of the Order 
was to speed-up this evolution. The Bull issued by 
Pope Innocent VIII in 1489 joined the Order of 
Saint Lazarus to that of Saint John of Jerusalem. 

After more than half a century of passive resist-
ance, the Order of Saint Lazarus agreed to be led 
by Grand Masters belonging to the Order of Saint 
John (1557). 

Membership in both Orders obliged the knights to 
wear both crosses simultaneously, and it was de-
cided -as much for the sake of convenience as for 
elegance - to combine them into one, superimpos-
ing the slightly smaller cross of Saint Lazarus on the 
larger cross of Saint John, thus resulting in an eight 
pointed cross vert with a bordure argent. 

It seems, however, that this new insignia was for a 
while reserved for the Grand Masters, because when 
François Salviati held a chapter at Boigny in 1578, 
he described the cross to be worn by the knights 
as “an eight-pointed cross vert”, without mentioning 
the white border. 

In 1608, when the Order of Saint Lazarus was joined 
to that of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, the octagonal 
cross was quartered of the colours of each Order, 
that is amaranth (purple) and green, and it remained 
so until 1778 when it was changed back to the origi-
nal green, the colour which to this day remains the 
distinctive mark of the Order. 

The only vestige of the colour of the Order of Our 
Lady of Mount Carmel in the Order of Saint Lazarus 
is the broad ribbon of the grade of knight command-
er which is green with an amaranth border. 
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He retained strong ties with this famous regiment for the rest of his life.  A popular story is that at a Guards 
Association function held in South Africa some time ago, HRH Prince Philip spotted David’s medal group and 
remarked, “Ah.... Those are very colourful....”

After leaving the British Army, David pursued a successful career in mining, real estate, Amway and African 
Safaris.

At the time of his death – although retired - he was running the African Military Connection, a specialist mili-
taria Website for Alex Kaplan and Son in Johannesburg.

‘Lonners’, as he was affectionately known, will be sorely missed by his friends in the Order. 

Grand Bailiff, DameTamra Capstick-Dale, had this to say of Lonners, “Since assuming this office, I have enjoyed 
a very hearty exchange of emails with Lonners, who never felt shy in sharing his opinions with me, whether 
he thought I’d like them or not! That of course was the part of his personality that those of you who knew 
him would know extremely well.

“My last e-mail from Lonners was on Christmas Eve, where he shared some rich memories of his family at 
Christmas-time. As with all things, Lonners showed an acute sense of humour and a no-nonsense approach 
to life. That, together with his commitment to friendship and camaraderie, will be what those who knew and 
felt affection for him will miss most.”

Our hearts and prayers go out to Lonners’s family and close friends and we extend our deepest sympathies 
to his wife and family in their great loss.

IN MEMORIUM
DAVID LONSDALE   OLJ BMJL

Members of the Order were shocked and saddened to learn 
of the untimely passing of our dear friend DAVID LONS-
DALE on 27th January 2013, as the result of a fall in his 
home in Johannesburg.

David, who joined the Order in Cape Town and had a long and 
fruitful association with us - was appointed an OLJ in December 
1995. He made a most valuable contribution to our fund-rais-
ing projects for the Order and for St Michaels and All Saints 
church.

David was created BMLJ in March 2001.

Born in England in June 1939 (which had nothing to do with the 
commencement of  World War 2), David was commissioned 
into the Scots Guards, serving in the United Kingdom and 
abroad in Kenya.
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The National Council held its annual meeting on 14 August, and what an inspirational, informative 
and fun event it turned out to be! 

Usually, annual meetings are dry, sometimes dull affairs which simply report back on the past year with a 
glimpse to what is planned for the forthcoming year. This meeting was very different, with great ideas and 
enormous enthusiasm from National Council members. A few really good events for the Western Cape are 
planned for the remainder of the year, so please keep your eye out for an email from Lee-Ann which will tell 
you what and when they are. 

A number of other very encouraging initiatives were also discussed will be shared with you all in due 
course. 

While the National Council does not do ‘events’ per se, the one very successful decision was the Episcopal 
ring for Archbishop Makgoba, which is reported on elsewhere in this newsletter, and for which we have Fr 
Richard Girdwood to thank for this superb idea. We’ve also had some fabulous leaflets printed on the Order, 
which we plan inter alia to use as an integral part of a planned recruiting drive. We’ll keep you posted.....

NATIONAL COUNCIL NEWS
Dame Tamra Capstick-Dale

At the beginning of June - when Winter’s early chills really 
started to set in - yet another street person rang the door 
bell at my business (Staghorn), asking for money for food. 

Knowing how often this ends up being used to feed substance 
abuse problems, I gave him some of the soup we make for staff.

Predictably, he came back for more the next day........... I gave him 
a large black bin bag and said that if he cleans up the front of the 
building and the neighbours’ pavements, I’d feed him. 

The Cape’s Winter Southwester constantly deposits paper and 
plastic around this neighbourhood. He returned with a full bag 
and got his cup of soup and a sandwich.

The upshot is that for June, July and August, we have weekly fed  
at least twenty of these needy people a cup of soup, a sandwich 
and an orange every Tuesday (when the Council collects this 
area’s garbage), all traded for a bag of rubbish.  ......And we have 
a far cleaner business neighbourhood.

I’ll probably do the same again in Winter next year.

JUST A LITTLE INITIATIVE



WILL CARTER   JCD OLJ

Editor

FINAL WORD
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There’s not a day that goes by when this country’s media doesn’t readily regale us with seemingly endless, depressing 
news of our society beset with the scourge of broken homes and communities ravaged by crime, grinding poverty, lack 
of employment, gangsterism, overpopulation, substance abuse, underfunded education and welfare, political ineptness 
and corruption and the like.

This is a harsh reality that’s hard to escape and even harder to ignore...... Against the backdrop of a troubled 
economy, some of the challenges facing the myriad organisations - almost always in desperate need of fund-
ing to meet the needs of the charitable work they undertake - must sometimes look insurmountable.

Our Order here in South Africa, few in number as we are, does make a small difference. It’s important that 
we never lose sight of the Christian ideal we stand by; in the effort we make, each in our personal lives and 
collectively as a group within the structure of the Order.

Let me know of whatever charitable work you do, please

A most generous donation was recently 
made by Chevalier Sjitde Boom KCLJ, 
Vice Grand Chancellor of our world-
wide Order, to the GANDHIJI SEVA 
NIKETAN Leprosy Surgery Centre in 
Bhubaneswar, India, for the purchase 
of medicines and bandages for mostly 
destitute and handicapped leprosy pa-
tients in the area.
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THE GRAND BAILIWICK OF SOUTH AFRICA
OFFICE BEARERS and MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL

GRAND BAILIFF   Dame Tamra J. Capstick-Dale DCLJ
SECRETARY GENERAL  The Ven Richard Girdwood, JCD, ChLJ 
RECEIVER GENERAL   Chris Downie OLJ
HERALD    The Ven Richard Girdwood JCD, ChLJ
CUSTODIAN OF INSIGNIA  Anthony Lister OLJ
     

WESTERN CAPE COMMANDERY
COMMANDER   Wendy Hartshorne OLJ

GAUTENG COMMANDERY
COMMANDER   Chev Peter Walters KLJ

CONTACT DETAILS

Lee-ann Heyburgh         Tel:    021-426-1233            Lee-ann@corporateimage.co.za

The Editor – in compiling, designing, arranging and publishing this newsletter – accepts all material 
offered or otherwise sourced for publication in good faith and takes no responsibility for any con-
tent that may prove to be incorrect.


